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Architecture is the airport’s face to the world. It contribu-
tes to defining CPH, and is an important asset in relation 
to continuing to be attractive for both passengers, airline 
companies, and concessionnaires. It includes everything 
we see when we look around: the attractive wooden flo-
ors, the wide windows, the view, skylights, and the grani-
te floors. However, architecture is also about intelligent 
construction, making the trip from A to B convenient and 
easily understandable for passengers. In other words, 
there are a great many different levels to address when 
CPH renovates or builds; and it can be difficult to en-
sure that all components are equally integrated into the 
project. Therefore, CPH’s Master Planning department, 
who plan the overall expansion of the airport, have been 
working intensively for many months now to finalize a 
so-called architecture-strategy with a set of guidelines for 
all future airport construction. The goal is to ensure that 
the architectural choices in a construction process are 
made consciously and create the right balance between 
passengers’ travel experience, capacity, operations and 
service. Master-planner Christina Mejborn, the strategy’s 
project manager, explains this:

”If you are involved with a construction project without 
an overall strategy, it can turn out in a multitude of ways. 
We want to make sure that we continue CPH’s proud 
architectural heritage also in the future, and at the same 
time invest in the right frameworks in relation to our 
building projects. In this way, the strategy must support 
the airport’s brand, construction excellence and our com-
mercial strategy.” 

STILL PERIOD CONSTRUCTION

On a general plan, she explains, the strategy consists of 
one united architectural identity divided into three levels, 
which new building projects must address. 

”First and foremost, CPH is a traffic machine where tra-
velers must locate their gates and baggage reclaim com-
bined with various experiences under way. Next, we also 
want to emphasize, via the physical surroundings, that 
we are in Copenhagen – and not in any other airport. 

CPH’S 
ARCHITECTURE 
FORMULA
A new strategy for CPH’s architecture will 
ensure that in the future the airport invests 
carefully, so that coming buildings are beauti-
ful, intelligent, and easily navigable. 
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PIER E TESTING 
THE NEW 
STRATEGY
Henrik Vahlun, project manager of the Pier E 
construction project for CPH, explains here 
what the new architecture strategy means for 
the coming Long Haul pier’s appearance. 

How have you worked with the architecture strategy in 
designing Pier E?

“Pier E  has been designed from the inside out. It is a 
building that is primarily experienced from inside.  The 
facades facing Airside do not, then, have the same high 
level of priority as the facades facing Landside, where 
passengers typically first see the airport. On the other 
hand, wayfinding, the task of helping passengers find 
their way, has been an important focus point for us. Pier 
E will include gates for a combination of both short- and 
long routes, which will thus require separate flow cor-

We talk a lot here about CPH DNA, 
which are the very special things 
that indicate you are in CPH. The 
last level is ‘attention’, which can be 
temporary or permanent installati-
ons that are trending here and now 
as pop-up units, art or cooperation 
with cultural institutions,” she says, 
emphasizing that it is not about 
making new buildings identical. Far 
from it. 

”If you walk through CPH today, you 
will see buildings from the 1960’s 
and after. Actually, the VL-terminal 
dates back to 1939. This means that 
you will experience many different 
architectural designs reflecting the 
period during which construction 
took place. But even though they 
are different, they are still cohesive, 
and it is precisely this that is so fine, 
and this that we want to continue.”

AN AIRPORT TO BE PROUD OF 

Therefore, this may make you won-
der why it is at all necessary to have 
a strategy if the buildings must re-
flect the period anyway. However, 

the answer here is clear. In the final 
analysis, it is about making conscious 
choices, she says. In other words, if 
the wall is to be painted blue, you 
have to be able to argue for why this 
should be the colour. 

”We want to create an airport that 
brings long-term value. When we 
look back at construction projects 
many years from now, they should 
be something we can always be 
proud of. The quality should be such 
that the airport continues to be at-
tractive, and this is precisely why it is 
so important to have a strategy for 
how we do things,” she continues, 
stressing that the guidelines, on the 
other hand, should not be confused 
with having a design-police. 

”We do not dictate how things 
should look, because in that case the 
strategy would be outdated before 
it saw the light of day. The world 
changes; there are new demands 
from the authorities, new technolo-
gical possibilities, new trends. Out of 
respect for the creative process, we 
do not want to take away the archi-

tect’s pencils and draw the project 
ourselves. We set the framework, 
within which we make sure we get 
what we want. This is not easily 
achieved, but it is necessary if the 
airport is to continue being an attra-
ctive hub.”

CPH RECONSTRUCTING

Over the next many years, CPH will be 
investing 20 billion kroner to expand the 
airport to nearly twice its size. This means 
more room for experiences and an even 
better start to your journey. Get an overview 
of the current building projects on the fol-
lowing pages.

Visualization of the coming Pier E

Visualization of the coming Pier E
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ridors. These will all be made of glass so it is as easy as 
possible for passengers to find their way.” 

In more concrete terms, what will Pier E look like?

”It will be rawer and more industrial. We are putting 
down a terrazzo floor, which is light and inviting. In addi-
tion, we are establishing a wood ceiling over all the flow 
corridors, partly to give it a contemporary Nordic look 
and partly to create better wayfinding. The walls will be 
made of raw concrete, giving the pier a factory-like look. 
In the 90’s, everything was covered in plaster, whereas 
today things are more rustic, with visible constructions 
and bare concrete.” 

What would the building have looked like if you had not 
had the architecture strategy as a guide? 

”That is of course difficult to answer, but I can conclu-
de that all our choices were informed by how the pier 
is to look. We can always go back and explain why we 
made the choices we did. Therefore, it is not so much a 
question of personal preferences and individual ‘taste’, 
but rather decisions based on well-founded arguments 
grounded in the architecture strategy.”

CPH IS TO BE 
AN EXTENSION 
OF COPENHAGEN
The architecture strategy has also resulted in 
a new unit design manual for the units in The 
Shopping Center, with guidance and inspira-
tion for renovations and the design of units. 

Air, light and a feeling of Copenhagen. CPH’s new archi-
tecture strategy also zooms in on CASC, with guidelines 
for coming or existing brands about to build or renovate 
in CPH. Even though it is of course the individual brands 
that are responsible for the design of the store or re-
staurant, there are nevertheless general guidelines to be 
complied with, explains Rikke Edvardsen, B2B Product 
Manager at Airport Sales and partly responsible for the 
new Unit Design Manual describing guidelines for units 
in The Shopping Center. 

”In general, we want to create a shopping center that, 
via choice of brands and a Scandinavian look, gives a 
feeling of Copenhagen. It should feel like an extension of 
the city that a tourist has just visited,” she explains.

BRAND-DNA MUST BE INCISIVE

The center must also take into consideration that custo-
mers are not just customers – they are also travelers. 

”They are busy, and therefore it is extremely important 
that simplicity and visibility are in focus – both in The 
Shopping Center generally and in the individual unit. The 
more open the store is, including a clear brand-signature, 
the easier it also is for the traveler to decode the possibi-
lities,” she explains, stressing that even though there is 
now a manual, it does not mean that CPH wants to deci-
de how the individual units should appear. 

”It is important for us to remember that it is the brand it-
self that establishes itself out here and represents itself in 
such a way that you are in no doubt as to who it is. They 
are the very best at doing this, and this is something we 
will continue to uphold. However, at the same time, we 
want them to address some of the embedded challenges 
there are in having a store here, for instance, how rela-
tively quickly an airport floor becomes worn because of 
trolleys if the quality is not good enough. Also, we expect 
a unit to be built so it does not block others, thus en-
suring that passengers have the opportunity to get their 
bearings throughout the whole terminal,” she says. 

SPARSE SIGNAGE

For this reason, there are relatively strict guidelines for 
the use of signs. 

”If all units have pop-up signs outside their stores, then 
no one can communicate anything. It is not about mass 
communication – especially not out here where the cust-
omers are busy. Signage has to be neat and clear so you 
don’t literally fall over signs and, at the same time, pas-
sengers have to be able to perceive the messages.”

Visualization of the coming Pier E
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NEW 
NEIGHBOURS 
IN CPH

PAUL SMITH MOVING IN

The world-renowned brand Paul 
Smith is coming to CPH in April, and 
will be tempting travelers with their 
ready-to-wear collections for both 
men and women, as well as shoes 
and accessories. They are taking over 
the premises across from Marc Ja-
cobs, where Sand was previously lo-
cated, and the store will be the first 
stand-alone store in Scandinavia.

EURONET AND GLOBAL EXCHANGE AT CPH

At the end of last year, two new business partners, Euro-
net and Global Exchange, started in the airport, taking 
over American Express’s staffed units and ATMs in CPH. 
They have divided the area between them:  Euronet takes 
over operation of the ATMs, while Global Exchange takes 
over the four exchange offices located in the airport. 

A REPEAT FOR RETREAT

A new fast food concept from Copenhagen has just mo-
ved in to CPH across from Gorm’s. Delicious salads and 
fresh sandwiches made from scratch using good raw ma-
terials are some of their specialties; perhaps you already 
know Retreat from Magasin du Nord, Torvehallerne or 
Fields, where they serve food to-go and enjoy great suc-
cess. 

THE HAPPIEST SOCKS IN TOWN

Colourful, patterned socks spreading happiness. This is 
the vision behind Happy Socks, which saw the light of day 
in 2008 when two friends collaborated to turn an everyd-
ay necessity into a design element marked by quality and 
colour. You can get a glimpse of these happy socks in the 
pop-up unit by the TAX FREE store until the beginning of 
April, at which time the premises will be taken over by 
sweat suits from the Swedish tennis darling, Björn Borg. 

NORMANN COPENHAGEN  OPENING NEW STORE 

Normann Copenhagen has moved from the pop-up, and 
will be temporarily located in the premises where Gant 
previously was situated. Here they are selling a wide 
selection of cool accessories such as sculptural lamps, de-
signer furniture and the popular Daily Fiction collection, 
with everything from notebooks to giftwrapping. 

Several new brands and con-
cessionnaires have moved 
into CPH in recent weeks. 
Here is an overview of whom 
you can meet in The Shop-
ping Center right now. 
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CPH ACHIEVES ITS 
CLIMATE GOALS THREE 
YEARS AHEAD OF TIME
A new ground water cooling system, new heat pumps and 
LED-illumination. Perhaps it may sound trivial, but not for the 
climate. You see, this year CPH has already achieved its goal 
to reduce its energy consumption by 20 percent compared to 
2012. 

Behind a man-high iron gate locked 
with an iron chain as thick as an arm 
there is a little green barracks just 
where the planes prepare to land. 
At first glance, the building does not 
look like much, but behind the main 
door is concealed Northern Euro-
pe’s biggest ground water cooling 
system. A gigantic apparatus with 
huge silver-colored pipes winding 
round and round and providing sus-
tainable heating to CPH in winter 
and cooling in summer. Recently, the 
system was expanded to include two 
large heat pumps that are 20 times 
as effective as traditional machines. 
Together with a general conversion 
to LED-illumination, this means that 

already this year CPH can put a check 
mark beside its goal to reduce ener-
gy consumption by 20 percent com-
pared to the 2012 level. This is so-
mething that makes Neils Hunderup 
happy; he is energy manager in CPH, 
and for the past five years, he has 
been focused on making the operati-
on of the airport more sustainable. 

”It is really wonderful to see that 
our energy projects are bearing 
fruit and that we have reached our 
goal ahead of time. It is good for 
the climate, and it is an important 
signal to send to the outside world 
that we are building and operating 
with respect for the environment,” 
he states. 

CPH AS A GOOD EXAMPLE

At the moment, the ground water 
cooling system is providing CPH Go, 
Pier D, the baggage factory and the 
newly expanded and reconstructed 
Pier C with heating and cooling. Mo-
reover, even though the system cost 
60 million kroner, the investment 
will soon have paid for itself, says 
Niels Hunderup. 

”As an airport, we have an impor-
tant position in society, and so we 
would like to set a good example. 
At the same time, it is obviously also 
a good economic idea because, for 
example, we save money on the 
district heating bill from Tårnby For-
syning. We have calculated that the 
new system  will save CPH around 
seven million kroner annually, which 
means that already in eight and a 
half years this investment will begin 
to earn a profit,” he explains, and 
stresses that in the long run it will 
also be a benefit for the concessi-
onnaires in the airport, as it contri-
butes to making the overall heating 
bill cheaper. 

”Even though climate protection is 
of course the primus motor in the 
improvements, there are a great 
many other advantages in investing 
in sustainable energy supply. In this 
way we all win,” he states. 

Northern Europe’s biggest ground water cooling system and heat 
pumps provide heat and cooling for CPH using green energy. 
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THE AIRPORT 
MUST BE 
DRIVEN RE-
SPONSIVLY 
Copenhagen Airport is on a 
journey toward 40 million 
passengers – and this journey 
has to be responsible, says 
CPH’s CR- and communica-
tion consultant Louise Løkke 
Gammelmark. 

CPH has a special responsibility to 
uphold and develop Copenhagen 
Airport as an important part of the 
Danish infrastructure. Therefore, 
CPH works constantly to develop 
the hub and strengthen internatio-
nal accessibility to all of Denmark. 
However, this important role entails, 
too, a responsibility to operate and 
develop Copenhagen Airport with 
respect for the environment and pe-

ople affected by CPH. For this precise 
reason, in 2012 CPH set a number 
of goals for energy, climate and the 
environment, explains Louise Løkke 
Gammelmark, CR- and communica-
tion consultant at External Relations 
in CPH, adding that 2016 was a good 
year for CPH’s accountability efforts. 
In addition to achieving the energy 
goal, CPH also achieved its CO2 goal 
to emit a maximum of one kilo CO2 
per passenger; and succeeded, hal-
fway, in achieving the waste disposal 
goal of a 50 percent reduction.

”We have achieved fine results and 
reached important milestones in 
2016. Therefore, we must now set 
new goals. Our ambition is to opera-
te and develop Copenhagen Airport 
responsibly on the journey towards 
40 million passengers. This requires 
that we set ambitious yet realistic 
goals; and it requires that we work 
with business partners and other 
relevant interested  parties so that 
we, together, can ensure that the 
airport has as positive an effect as 
possible on people, the environment 
and society.”

LED LIGHTS LEAD THE WAY ON 
RUNWAYS
As one of the first airports in Europe, CPH is 
using LED illumination on its runways, which 
has reduced electricity consumption by half. 
The transition to LED on the runways has in 
addition yielded significantly lower costs for 
the maintenance of the sources of light. This 
is because of the lights’ long life of 50,000 
hours compared to the former 10-15,000 
operational hours depending on the type of 
light source. 

NATURAL GAS IS A PART OF THE AIR-
PORT’S FUTURE
Cars running on natural gas emit far fewer 
ultrafine particles and much less CO2 than 
cars running on gasoline and diesel. The-
refore, CPH has decided that natural gas 
is the future for a number of vehicles in 
the airport. These vehicles are also one of 
several initiatives to improve the air quality 
for employees who daily move in the areas 
around the aircraft. Tests of particles from 
natural gas show that particle emissions are 
nearly non-existent compared to diesel, and 
thus there is a positive effect on the quality 
of air when more vehicles run on natural gas 
in the airport. Actually, a natural gas motor 
emits 150,000 times fewer particles than 
an ordinary diesel motor. Tests also show 
that a vehicle running on natural gas emits 
17 percent less CO2 than a car running on 
gasoline. In cooperation with HMN Gashan-
del, CPH has established two natural gas 
tank stations in the airport. One of them is 
publicly accessible and thus open for every-
one to use. A minimum of 25 percent of the 
tanked natural gas is thus biogas based. 

RETURNABLE BOTTLES HELP PEOPLE 
IN NEED
At the end of 2016, a new business part-
nership was established between Red Cross 
and CPH. Passengers can now help the en-
vironment and the world’s needy by simply 
depositing their returnable bottles in the 
appropriate containers landside in the ter-
minals. When a passenger puts a returnable 
bottle in one of the twelve bottle containers 
set up in the departure area of the terminals 
and outside Security Contol, all the deposit 
money goes to Red Cross. CPH transports 
the donated returnable bottles to Red Cross, 
where volunteers sort them before they are 
picked up by Dansk Retursystem. All bottles 
will be re-used, and the deposit money goes 
to the organization’s emergency help in 
crisis-torn areas. The plan is to expand the 
project to the entire airport during 2017. 

FROM FOOD WASTE TO HEATING OF 
HOUSES
In 2015, a new logistics- and waste concept 
was implemented in The Shopping Center. 
This concept gives the stores and restaurants 
more opportunities to sort their waste and 
deliver it as close to their units as possible. 
This solution also provides restaurants 
and cafés with the opportunity to sort out 
bio-waste, which is subsequently gathered 
and used in biogas systems. In 2016 alone, 
584 tons of bio-waste was collected and 
re-used in biogas production. 

One of the airport’s 100-meter-deep groundwater drilled 
holes that supply the cooling system with groundwater. 
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”Retail studies show, for example, that if you actively 
greet potential customers, sales are higher than if you 
do not. However, it can be difficult to know how to do 
this. In this context, the Mystery Shopping survey is a very 
useful tool because it gives concrete ideas as to where 
you can optimize. 

Mystery Shopping in itself does not increase sales, rather 
it is a tool to understanding how a customer experiences 
the service provided, and, in the final analysis, to under-
standing how you can improve and thus achieve greater 
sales,” he explains. 

Moreover, this is something that Lars Winkel Olsen, In-
sights Manager in CPH Commercial Excellence, agrees 
with. 

“It appears that if the units work actively with this they 
can also earn more money.”

PICK THE LOW-HANGING FRUIT FIRST

The Mystery Shopper evaluates his/her experience every 
month based on the same six categories. This means that 
the results are comparable and that development can be 
measured over time. 

“In fact, it is about being able to see your store from the 
outside through the customer’s eyes. Perhaps you do not 
see what the customer sees, and through the survey you 
may become aware that something you thought worked 
actually doesn’t,” explains Asger Christensen, adding that 
you might call this a ‘sort of reality check.’

If you are someone who does not use these surveys acti-
vely yet, you will quickly be able to see a difference if you 
begin to work in a goal-oriented way with them. 

“You must begin thinking of the concept as a KPI (Key 
Performance Indicator, ed.) and set some goals for your-
self. It is important to be realistic here, or else it will not 
work. However, if a unit goes from discussing it first to 
working intensely with it, then I believe you can make 

SECRET SHOPPERS 
STRENGTHEN YOUR 
PROFESSIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT

Mystery Shopping is ’a gift to the individual 
employee’s professional development’, says 
Asger Christensen from Epinion, which is be-
hind the surveys in CPH. Read why, and get 
tips and tricks to get started with the surveys. 

Once a month a handful of false customers check into the 
airport and make purchases in all of The Shopping Cen-
ter’s 160 units. Armed with paper and pen, they evaluate 
their experiences and register the feedback on every 
single purchase. How were they welcomed, was the store 
orderly and clean, did the seller really know anything 
about the products, and was the individual staff member 
able to guide the customer to the nearest toilet? The con-
cept is called Mystery Shopping, and if you have worked 
in the airport for more than a month, you are probably 
familiar with the phenomenon. However, do you also 
take part actively? If not, it might be a good idea to focus 
on this article, because Mystery Shopping is a unique tool 
to improve sales. So says Asger Christensen, manager at 
the market research company Epinion, which carries out 
Mystery Shopping surveys for CPH. 
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»Mystery 
Shopping 
increases 
our sales«
HMSHost Denmark, which is 
behind Starbucks and Grab 
and Fly among others, works 
seriously each month with 
the Mystery Shopping re-
ports. Work which can clearly 
be seen on the bottom line, 
according to Kristofer Kjell-
man, Brand Manager for F&B.

How do you work with the Mystery 
Shopping results?

“As you know, we have ten units out 
here, so the reports are a good way 
for us to get an overview of what 
is going on in the individual units. 
Each month, we record the results 
on a common scoreboard and exa-
mine whether there is something we 
must deal with. Are there any crises 
or extraordinarily negative com-
ments? This rarely occurs, but it can 
happen, and if so, we discuss it at 
once. There are never any negative 
consequences for individual emplo-
yees or units with a bad score, but 
we use it actively and take it serio-
usly; the unit could need help. After 
this, we compare the comments 
from all the reports and see if there 
are any common features. Are there 
messy tables or is the cleaning below 
standard?  We take this information 
to a joint meeting for all our Store 
Managers. This meeting is, more-
over, deliberately placed mid-month 
because then we can have the My-
stery Shopping reports with us. After 
the meeting, the store managers 
brief their employees, and we put 
the reports on our intranet so the 
units can compare their results.”

How do your employees respond to 
the concept?”

”To be quite honest, I have heard 
only very few negative comments 
from them. I think one of the rea-
sons for this is that we are very con-
scious of celebrating when things go 
well. The entire management group 
visits the store with chocolates and 
loud congratulations when the team 
has achieved a good score. We take 
photos of the employees in the unit 
and set them up on our ‘Hall of 
Fame’ board in the corridor that our 
employees pass through daily. Howe-
ver, we take it just as seriously if you 
do not score well, and we use a con-
structive tone concerning this.”

Why do you spend so much time on 
Mystery Shopping?

”We have taken it very seriously 
from the start – when it was intro-
duced several years ago – because 
we believe it makes sense. Each 
guest’s experience is subjective – and 
instead of saying that we cannot 
use it to generalize, we do just that 
very thing. We do not often get a 
subjective experience with so many 
in-depth comments and reasons con-
cerning the experience; this is a way 
to raise our awareness about what 
we do and why.”

Can you see on your bottom line that 
you work in a structured way with 
the reports?

”I am totally convinced of it. It gives 
us an immediate receipt for our Re-

rapid progress. You will experience 
that a low score is often the result of 
not having thought about the pro-
blem area, and for this reason much 
can be gained by addressing some 
of the issues internally in the unit,” 
Asger Christensen explains. 

On the other hand, it is difficult to 
achieve the final percentage points 
if you begin at a high level. 

“In many ways it is easier to esta-
blish a cozy atmosphere or see to 
it that the store is tidy than it is to 
create a unique shopping experience 
for passengers. So it is about getting 
hold of the low-hanging fruit first,” 
Lars Winkel Olsen points out. 

A GIFT TO PROFESSIONAL DEVELOP-
MENT

All it actually requires is that you 
spend time giving each other feed-
back, says Asger Christensen.  

”In reality, Mystery Shopping is a 
gift to developing the individual 
employee’s professionalism, because 
the process itself is structured accor-
ding to real conditions. In addition, 
you can also use it to create team 
spirit internally in the store, with an 
element of competition with other 
stores. When everyone is competing 
together to achieve a common goal, 
the sense of solidarity is strengthe-
ned. In this way, it can also create a 
feeling that CASC is one big team 
collaborating to create the best con-
ditions for passengers.”

If you ask Lars Winkel Olsen about 
why CPH chooses to use money and 
resources on Mystery Shopping sur-
veys, then this is precisely what he 
points out. 

“When we aim to be a world class 
hub, we need to have world class 
service. When people come here, 
they must have an extraordinary 
experience; and travelers do not 
distinguish between what is CPH 
and what is other businesses. From 
our vantage point, it is about giving 
passengers an overall good experi-
ence in the infrastructure called the 
airport.”
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turn on Investment because we can 
see that all the focus we have placed 
on training in sales and service is 
visible in every single report. In 2015 
and 2016, we could see that a good 
score on Sales Technique was linked 
with an increased Average Spend 
per Transaction. There is no doubt 
that Mystery Shopping increases our 
sales, but it requires, too, that we 
take it seriously from top to bottom 
in the business – and we do.”

»A reliable, 
objective 
picture of a 
completely 
random 
moment«
Baskim Emurlahi manages 
four 7-Eleven stores in CPH. 
Learn here how he uses Mys-
tery Shopping reports in his 
work with improving level of 
service. 

How do you work with Mystery 
Shopping?

”In 7-Eleven we receive, in addition 
to the monthly reports from CPH, 
quarterly Mystery Shopping reports 
from 7-Eleven. We study these re-
ports with our Unit Managers, who 
then take the results to their respe-
ctive units. I think these reports are 
a good tool to gain a reliable, objec-
tive picture of a completely random 
moment. During the daily routine, 
you can easily keep abreast of things 
in general, but Mystery Shopping 
provides us with a concrete moment 
we can address. If we are visited in 
the middle of a peak, it can of cou-
rse be difficult, but in general, over 
time our ambition is to have a red 
line in our average score and to rank 
in the upper end of the scale in both 
reports.”

Can you name a specific example of 
what a report has given rise to?

”Last summer there was an episode 
when we had three men at work. 
One of them was facing away from 
the cash register making sandwiches 
while the other two were serving 
customers. At that moment, a Myste-
ry Shopper showed up while there 
were six or seven other customers in 
the queue. We subsequently recei-
ved a comment that it was unaccep-
table that an employee was standing 
facing away from the customers and 
did not help with the serving when 
there were so many in the queue. 
The  customer could not see that the 
employee in question was actually 
making sandwiches; but we had a 
discussion anyway about when the 
employees at the counter should call 
a third person so that we can serve 
quickly and efficiently, and about 
when we should spend time prepa-
ring food for the next guests. This of 
course is a question of balance, but 
the experience mentioned here was 
a good occasion to address the issue 
and coordinate expectations. 

What can you use the reports for?

”Mystery Shopping gives us some 
very concrete examples we can 
discuss with our employees. In other 
words, an entirely objective opinion 
from a customer, giving us an oppor-
tunity to see a purchasing situation 
from two different points of view 
and to talk about how each part 

experienced it; thus perhaps opening 
a horizon that an employee had not 
previously considered. If all units in 
the airport use it actively, we can 
raise our level of service even higher. 
It is a risky thing if we start feeling 
that we are the best in Europe; in 
that case, it would not take long 
before others caught up to us. We 
can always become better, and in 
that context Mystery Shopping is a 
good tool.”

MYSTERY SHOPPING SCORE

Every month, restaurants and stores are me-
asured using a number of parameters in six 
different categories. See here exactly what 
the mystery shoppers are looking for. 

UNIQUE SHOPPING EXPERIENCE
Magic moment

Suggest other stores to visit on request

Felt valued (if score is 100 procent)

APPEARANCE AND WELCOME
Presentable and well groomed

Activity on arrival

Acknowledgement on arrival

Welcome greeting

Employee on the floor

Felt welcome

ATTITUDE AND COMMUNICATION
Service-minded and helpful

Attentiveness and interest

Smile

Eye contact

Felt valued – treated like a guest

SALES TECHNIQUE AND CLOSURE
Draw into conversation

Clarifying needs – asking who, what

Additional sales/upselling

Polite service at counter

Remark to round off

KNOWLEDGE
Airport-specific knowledge

Knowledge of products

FACILITIES
Unit ready to receive customers

Clean and tidy

Tables neat and cleared
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Per Skourup is the 
new touchpoint for 
specialty stores
With a background at Ma-
gasin, Nordisk Film and 
Ironman Denmark, 31-year-
old Per Skourup has been 
appointed new Junior Key 
Account Manager in Airport 
Sales. Connect met him for a 
chat about the past, the pres-
ent, and his expectations. 
How would you describe your job as 
Junior Key Account Manager?

”I am responsible for daily opera-
tions in The Shopping Center, and 
I am a sort of ’touchpoint’ for the 
specialty stores. This means that if 
they want to discuss something with 
CPH or want to optimize their store, 
they contact me. I introduce the new 
store managers to the airport, and 
it is my responsibility to ensure the 
pipeline to all the pop-up units. One 
of my most important tasks, though, 
is to continue developing CASC and 
to ensure unique shopping expe-
riences for travelers. I see myself, 
then, as a discussion partner for the 
stores, a partner they can contact if 
they need fresh eyes to view possible 
challenges.” 

What can you offer in terms of being 
a discussion partner?”

I have eight years’ experience with 
Magasin, where I worked very ana-
lytically with utilizing space. I was 
involved in establishing various 
brands in Denmark, for instance J. 
Lindeberg and NN07; and in doing 
so I have gained much experience 
concerning customer purchasing 
behavior. In addition, I have a wide 
interest in, and knowledge about, 
fashion. I have worked with a great 
many different brands, and have a 
general feeling for what is going on 
in the market.”

What was it like to begin in CPH?

”For me, it was a unique experience 
coming here. It used to be a place I 
travelled from when I was on holi-
day; now it is my workplace. I have 
learned a great deal about dwell 
time and about how important The 
Shopping Center is for our passen-
gers and what this means for selecti-
on and the right setting.”

What do you most look forward to 
doing?

”I am looking forward to contri-
buting with in-depth information 

about CPH and to working closely 
with the stores. To being there for 
them, listening to them, and show-
ing that I am someone with whom 
they can discuss things. I am also 
looking forward to working with the 
pop-up stores. Here I will primarily 
be focusing on the young passenger 
segment, and looking at what trends 
and possibilities there are on the 
market for them. A third of our pas-
sengers are under 30 years old, and, 
as a shopping center, we must of 
course address this situation.” 

IN BRIEF ABOUT PER SKOURUP

Age: 31 

Education: Sports management

Previously employed at: Nordisk Film 
A/S, Magasin du Nord, IRONMAN Denmark

In order to get to know Per a little 
better, Connect asked him to comple-
te five sentences. 

The specialty stores will probably 
discover before long that I always chew 
gum and don’t drink coffee. 

On the other hand, they can look 
forward to the fact that I am always upda-
ted on soccer- and handball results

I will never learn the difference between 
lay and laid. 

When I’m not at work, you can find me 
wearing running shoes in Amager Strand-
park or playing my guitar. 

Not many people know this, but I once 
played a concert with my old band for 2,000 
people.
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WELCOME TO 
THE AIRPORT 
OF THE FUTURE
Under the heading ’Expanding CPH’, 
the airport is now occupied with 
growing to almost twice its size, 
with space for 40 million travelers 
per year. Therefore, you cannot avoid 
noticing the many cranes, enclosures 
and steamrollers inhabiting CPH 
at the moment. The existing infra-
structure is to be used optimally; 
the outer fence is to remain in place 
even though gates for aircraft, bag-
gage carousels, security tracks and 
commercial space will be expanded 
significantly. All of which is to achieve 
the goal of continuing to be Europe’s 
preferred hub – a position that 
doesn’t come of itself, and is there-
fore important to maintain, as CPH’s 
CEO Thomas Woldbye explained at a 
press conference about future plans 
in December last year. 
Connect offers you here a look at the 
airport of the future, which, with a 
budget of 20 billion kroner, will be 
fully completed according to plan in 
2024. 

T2 AIRSIDE 

A 4,000 square meter extension bet-
ween Piers A and B will, among other 
things, accommodate 28 new stores 
and restaurants by the end of 2018. 
The combination will be similar to 
what you are familiar with in CASC: a 
mix of Danish ‘local heroes’ and big, 
international brands, which appeal to 
travelers various tastes and budgets. 
In addition, there will be a play area 
and several open-space areas with 
room for eating and relaxation. 

CSC-EXPANSION

If an airport is to be capable of ma-
naging 40 million passengers per 
year, it must also have an effective 
security control. This means that 
CPH is now in the middle of work to 
expand the security area to twice its 
former size, with twenty-five functi-
onal tracks. During these weeks, the 
familiar curved glass-façade in front 
of Security Control is being rapidly 
dismantled, and in just two weeks, 
it will have disappeared. Instead of 
glass, climate screens have been set 
up so passengers and colleagues will 
be sheltered from the worst of the 
cold winter air. This major constructi-
on project is the daily workplace for 
50-70 tradesmen, two (soon three) 
huge cranes, and myriad machines 
and tools kept in construction trai-
lers behind the high construction 
site walls. The new and improved 
Security Control is expected to be 
ready for use this fall. 
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PIER E

A completely new pier will be built 
in order to provide extra capacity 
for more long routes. This means 
that there will be seven new gates, 
primarily to serve flights to the USA 
and Asia; these gates will be fully 
operative in the fall of 2019. The 
entire pier will be 22,000 square 
meters, and with a budget of 850 
million DKK, is CPH’s biggest con-
struction project in recent years. You 
can read much more about Pier E, its 
design, and the ideas behind it here 
in this magazine. 

LANDSIDE COMMERCIAL AREA

950 commercial square meters with 
a mix of places to eat and travel-re-
lated stores will open at the end of 
2017 in T2 on the ground floor of 
the new CSC-extension. The work is 
going according to plan, and already 
at the end of this month, the façade 
will be completed, after which the 
interior work will commence. The 
new passenger facilities and places 
to eat on the ground floor will be 
opening gradually from August to 
December 2017, and the final con-
struction work will be completed by 
the end of the year. 

T3 WEST

There is to be more room for pas-
sengers in the passageway between 
terminals. Thus, the area between 
Terminal 3 and Terminal 2 will be 
expanded by 1,500 square meters 
distributed over three floors. On 
the ground floor, this construction 
will provide much more aisle spa-
ce on the floor for people moving 
between the two terminals, while 
the first floor will be used partly by 
Security Control and partly to provi-
de a short cut between Security and 
the Metro. The construction of T3 
West is expected to be finished after 
summer 2018.  

WALKWAY FROM METRO

We want to make it easier to go 
from the metro directly to Terminal 
2 and Security Control. Therefore, a 
short cut will be established in the 
form of a first-floor walkway from 
the metro all the way through Ter-
minal 3. Almost one in four of all 
passengers takes the metro to and 
from the airport. Today, far more 
than half of them use Terminal 3 
as a passageway to Terminal 2. This 
bridge/walkway will thus make it 
easier for these passengers to pass 
through the airport, and, at the 
same time, provide more floor-spa-
ce in the terminal. Work on the 
walkway is expected to commence in 
the autumn of 2018 when T3 West 
is ready. 

FACTS

• 46 new gates – CPH is expanding from 
78 to 124 gates  

• 160,000 new m2 for passengers – the 
airport is expanding from 220,000 m2 
to 380,000 m2

• Over one million new m2 asphalt for 
aircraft and runways

• In the future, there will be double the 
space in Security Control and Baggage 
Reclaim
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Can you remember automats from 
your childhood gym, with their me-
chanical spiral-arms spitting out a 
chocolate bar, a bag of chips or a 
half- liter of soda pop? In Denmark, 
there have not been any major 
developments in these so-called 
vending machines; but, internatio-
nally, the concept today is a popular 
and serious element in the field of 
retail. Giants like Apple, Canon, and 
the beauty product giant Sephora 
are selling iPods, cameras and the 
season’s best selling mascara from 
elegant automats, which, with their 
touch-screens and computer-arms 
carefully insert purchases into a gift 
bag before opening a little door 
from which your purchase can easily 
be taken. Vending machines are hu-
gely popular, especially in Asia and 
the USA, and the concept has great 
potential in an airport, explains Met-
te Pedersen, Senior Category Mana-
ger in CPH. 

”We are closely monitoring the 
development in vending machines 
because we believe that they can be 
a good element, especially for the 
piers and those travelers who choose 
to wait out there early and wait for 
their departure.”

For this reason, CPH made a report 
a couple of months ago, continues 
Mette Pedersen, a report to clarify 
the potential and to take a closer 
look at what selections other air-
ports had on offer. 

“It was clear that a great many 
airports had automats – both for 
personnel and for passengers. In 
southern Europe alone, automats are 
very popular, so the conclusion was 
quite clear – it is without doubt an 
interesting concept.”

GUARANTEE OF QUALITY

If automats are to be a success in 
Denmark, a considerable amount of 
innovation is required as well as the 

TRENDS OG TENDENCIES

THE MACHINES 
ARE COMING
Vending machines are a huge hit in airports abroad, where 
big international brands have conquered automats with their 
bestselling products. CPH is closely following this develop-
ment and sees great potential, says Senior Category Manager 
Mette Pedersen. 

SEPHORA’s first automat in Europe was set up in the Pari-
sian railway station Gare du Lyon in August last year. 

right brand, Mette Pedersen points 
out. We are not at all used to ma-
king purchases this way, so we must 
learn to feel comfortable about it.  

”It is essential that automats sell 
products people know, and recogni-
zed brands with a quality guarantee 
you can trust. Therefore, it is not a 
question of ‘simply’ installing them, 
even though it seems simple. There 
is a major task involved in creating a 
change of behavior in consumers,” 
she stresses. 

On the other hand, an automat can 
store a goldmine of information if 
the project is successful. 

“Today they are intelligent and 
data-driven, which means that you 
can obtain information about the 
time of day when sales are best, and 
quickly adapt your selection accor-
ding to what is selling best. They are 
quite efficient and easy to operate,” 
she says, adding, though, that it is 
crucial always to keep an eye on 
them. 

”You have to respect the fact that 
the machine must never be empty 
or broken, or else you confirm the 
customer’s worry that an automat is 
not to be trusted. If it is not working, 
you won’t take that chance again.”

HEALTHY FOOD AND TRAVEL PRODUCTS

Regarding the selection, healthy 
snacks are an obvious choice, says 
Mette Pedersen. 

”There is a huge trend in vending 
now focused on healthy fast food. 
Normally, we expect to find sweets 
or a bun behind the little glass door, 
but today you can easily serve hot 
food via automats.”

In retail, relevant goods would be 
especially those connected to ’trave-
ling’.  Eye masks, neck support pil-
lows, earphones, sim-cards and gifts. 

”As a point of departure, it makes 
perfect sense to use the brands and 
stores we already have in The Shop-
ping Center. This gives a sense of 
familiarity, and we are not interested 
in cannibalizing. It is without doubt 
a concept we are interested in, and 
we are keeping close watch on de-
velopments so we can move quickly 
if and when it becomes relevant.”
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From Japan to 
Copenhagen
The Copenhagen eating-plac-
es Ramen To Biiru have 
brought two Japanese vend-
ing machines to Denmark, 
which are now tempting 
guests with Danish special 
beer and Asian authenticity. 
And the guests love it, says 
the restaurant manager. 

There are not many places in Den-
mark where you can find a vending 
machine that is a little out of the 
ordinary.  However, the two Japa-
nese restaurants Ramen To Biiru in 
Nørrebro and Vesterbro in Copen-
hagen are the exceptions. Here the 
brewery Mikkeler, which is behind 
the eating-places, has been in Japan 
to bring two original automats to 
Denmark, says restaurant manager 
Louise Rolfsted.

”In Japan, you can buy everything 
in automats, from alcohol to pan-

ties. There aren’t really any limits. 
We want to make our restaurants 
as authentic as possible; so it made 
good sense to buy real Japanese 
machines,” she states. 

Thus, there is a little piece of Japane-
se history full of Danish special beer 
in the two Copenhagen restaurants. 

”Our guests think it is greatly amu-
sing. Beer aficionados come just to 
see which types we now have in the 
automats; and then there are people 
who are familiar with Japan who 
think it is wildly amusing because it 
gives them a sense of recognition.”

They have decorated the machines 
so it suits the style, and the coin sy-
stem has been recoded from Japane-
se yen to Danish kroner.

”It has been quite complicated, but 
well worthwhile. Customers love it, 
and you can almost see the panic in 
their eyes if they don’t have coins 
with them. And even though it is 
‘just’ a machine, I think it is super 
important for our concept because it 
provides a feeling of authenticity,” 
ascertains Louise Rolfsted.

At Ramen To Biruu they regularly change the types beer in the automats 
so customers are tempted by something new each time they visit.

The Japanese vending machine provides a feeling of 
’authenticity’, explains restaurant manager Louise Rolfsted. 
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CPH LAUNCHING 
’GOOGLE’ FOR AIR-
PORT EMPLOYEES
CPH NOW is the airport’s new 
knowledge bank on the net, 
where everyone with an ID-
card can seek information 
on everything, from security 
procedures to waste man-
agement. 
Since mid-January, it has been con-
siderably easier to find information 
on personnel facililties, ordering an 
ID-Card or the newest marketing 
opportunities that CPH is offering 
units in CASC. The reason for this is 
CPH NOW, the airport’s new digital 
self-service portal and a new kind 
of intranet for CPH’s business part-
ners. The portal has been designed 
as a website you can also save on 
your cell phone; and it contains all 
you need to know in order to have 
a flexible working procedure in the 
airport. One of the basic functions 
is the comprehensive data-know-
ledge-bank, where you can search 
for specific information relevant for 

precisely you if you work, for instan-
ce, in The Shopping Center. A sort of 
Google for employees in the airport. 

Previously, this information was to 
be found on cph.dk, the old extranet 
and in pdf-forms that were distribu-
ted by employees in CPH, explains 
Christian Klarner Bødkerholm, sec-
tion manager in CPH IT and system 
owner of the new portal. 

”It has been a lot of work to gather 
everything, categorize it and upload 
it so that it is searchable. However, 
it is well worthwhile because it has 
become an extremely good tool 
for employees. We have created 
separate areas for handlers, cargo, 
airlines and CASC, which means that 
if you are newly employed and do 
not know what to look for, you can 
always go into the relevant area and 
see what there is,” he explains, and 
points out that all the material is up-
dated and will be updated regularly. 

”In reality, this is a crucial point for 
us. Because such a portal only makes 

sense as long as the information is 
useable.”

CONSTANTLY BEING DEVELOPED

Moreover, the new portal also con-
tains functions to report defective 
installations, to order for example 
extra cleaning of a restaurant or 
store, and a newsfeed providing you 
with an overview of operation status 
in CPH. 

”For example, a couple of weeks ago 
there was a breakdown in the coo-
ling system in the terminals, and you 
could go into CPH NOW and see that 
we were aware of the problem, and 
you could follow the status of the 
repair progress. Previously, people 
were frustrated at not knowing if 
we were at all aware of such a bre-
akdown and at not knowing when it 
would be repaired – this has become 
much more transparent with the 
new portal,” states Christian Klarner 
Bødkerholm. He also emphasizes 
that the team behind CPH is working 
continuously to develop the content 
so that it is even easier to operate a 
store in CPH.

”There will be a great many new 
functions during the coming year. 
We have received incredibly many 
good suggestions since we went live, 
and at the moment we are working 
on a function to enable you to fol-
low your colleagues’ fault reports to 
Teknisk Vagtcentral and IT.”

THIS IS HOW YOU LOG IN TO CPH NOW

• Go to cph.now.cph.dk via your cell 
phone

• Establish yourself as ’New user’ with 
your name, e-mail and ID-card number

• Add CPH NOW to your home screen 
(app icon)
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